
Webinar 3: Routing and Software 

Top Tips 

1) The truth is out there if the gribs are way off it usually means you did not account for local 

effects  

2) Weather is a process start observing before you go (even a week before) check the data to 

see what is going on in the area of interest, and also check for live data ie from buoys or ship 

reports you will get a feel what is accurate or not within gribs 

3) I have run several models “competition” - using Dublin Weather Buys which provides 

weather. We used 8 different models for 16 weeks starting 4 days before Saturday 1200 and 

recorded predictions by different models to see how it was changing 4, 3,2 ,1 day before. (16 

sets of competitions) This allowed us to build confidence in one model which we then were 

most confident and comfortable to use :). I fed it back to the losers and winners and you can 

imagine - losers were really bad losers. They hate me :)  

I tried to run the same for South UK but…there are no platform / rig / or even a weather 

buoy reliable enough to run that long term,  exercise  :( 

4) Ive found that by running scenarios multiple times and then cross refencing to actual events 

it allows the fine tuning of software and it enables you to build confidence in your chosen 

forecast models. 

5) As stated in Deb's presentation eyes out the boat looking at the live conditions, especially in 

light winds.  

6) Look at synoptic charts and/or satellite photos for general weather to understand why that 

is if models and routing are varying a lot 

 

Questions and Answers 

 

 

Hi, I am afraid  I will not be able to attend the 
webinar till the end... are you going to record it 
and make Int available offline ?  

Yes the webinar will be available on our You tube 
channel. Link is on the Information zone page on the 
jog website 

Squid or Squid X ? I prefer Squid over Squid X, I think the functionality is 
similar but I have got used to basic Squid so I've stuck 
with that, but whatever works for you. 

What do you use to get grib off shore (out of 
mobile range)? 

Mobile Signal extender 

I have been looking at mobile extenders can you 
share what your solution is as there seemed to be 
many options out there. 

Solution Bellino SF3600 uses to be added later 


